Chet Mendenhall, Mission Hills C.C., Kansas City, Mo., designed and built this three and five gang mowing unit using an Allis Chalmers tractor and Worthington mowers and frame. Two mowers are placed in front at the rear tractor wheels and the others are mounted behind the tractor. The accompanying pictures show the three and five gang unit and close-ups of construction.

1. The 3 gang unit. It is used to mow around greens, tees, etc. 2. Close-up showing how the mower is mounted ahead of the rear tractor wheels. 3. Close-up mounting of single rear unit for the three or five gang outfits. The center tube is part of the mechanism for the outside rear units of the five gang unit. 4. Chet Mendenhall shows the five gang unit to Tex Champion. 5. Chet demonstrates how the two rear outside units are attached to the tractor.
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